Surrey Association of
Woodturners

Newsletter July 2013
Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey

We are very sad to have to report that Peter Stent, our treasurer and newsletter editor
has passed away. There will be more in the next newsletter about Peter and everything
he has done for the club since he joined in 1996. Peter had been ill for about a month,
following a heart attack. He was allowed out of hospital to attend his daughter’s
wedding this weekend and we are told he had a wonderful time. He went back in to
hospital on his return from the Lake District but died this morning (22/07/2013).
As a temporary measure Jennie Starbuck has put this newsletter together. If you have
anything you wish to put in the next one, please send it to her for the time being.

Items for the Diary

Change of Date
Friday 16th August

Practical Evening

Club night will be a week later than usual, on the third Friday, because the hall has been
double booked. It was a genuine mistake by the centre manager who is giving us a free
evening to make up for the change. The Centre is very good to us in many ways so it is good
to be able to help them out. We obviously apologise to any members who will now miss the
practical evening. If you have a competition piece for the evening, send it along with someone
else who is coming.
13th September – club night
7th September -Coach trip
14th & 15th September
12th October Saturday

Demonstration by Frans Brown
Yandles Autumn Show (Martock, Somerset)
Rural Life Centre Weekend (plus classic cars and auto jumble)
Princes Mead Shopping Centre – demonstrations and sales

WANTED
The response to Paul’s table-lamp challenge meant the “Show & Tell “ table was fantastic in
July – Congratulations to Colin for having his segmented lamp chosen by our turner and for
winning a bottle of wine - next month try to make a pen of some sort for the table.
We still desperately need more judges for the competitions. Please volunteer. Full training will
be given. Speak to Paul if you are interested.
More members are needed to take a turn clearing up at the end of each club night. If everyone
volunteered once a year we would always have a team of 12 to put away the equipment and
clear up the shavings. The committee put hours of time into running the club for you – please
do not make us do all of the clearing up as well as getting the hall ready.
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Paul’s Pages
Hello one and all.
My first bit of news is that I have my planner back at last, HOORAY!!!!!!!!
There is still lots of work going on at home but it’s all me and not the builders this time. Done
some turning and enjoyed my time in the workshop.
For our June club night we had a turner that we have seen before, Me. The main part of my
demo was on how to make a table lamp without long hole boring, followed by a bit about
making your own jaws. I hope you all enjoyed the evening, I certainly did.
We then had something different for our July club night. An evening full of information about
pen making. Our demonstrator was Derek Blake, The Pompey Pen Maker. He passed on so
much information and passed around so many items for us to see. A very enjoyable and
interesting evening.
In my last set of notes in this newsletter I discussed the table where we place our turned items
for all to see and talk about. I mentioned it again during my demo in June and set a challenge
to all to make a table lamp using the process that I used. Well, what a turnout on the day. A
fantastic display of work from the members and Derek Blake chose a winner (Colin Spain)
who received a bottle of wine. Well done to you all. The next challenge is for a pen at the
August practical meeting.
By the time you read this we will have attended Guildford Model Engineering Show. I hope the
weather will be good to us.
That’s all for now. May the shavings in your shed cover your feet.

The Open Day turning Competition
Open day is fast approaching! We hope that you all have Sunday October 27th in your diaries
(the day we get an extra hour in bed because the clocks go back) and are planning to bring
family and friends to the day. Our professional turners this year are Andy Coates from Norfolk
and an old favourite of the club, Stuart King, who you may have seen on Time Team quite
recently.
The Open Day competition is the one that we get our professional turners to judge and they
do it from their vast experience, so are not following any set marking schemes like the ones
we use when members judge the work on practical club nights.
We have 4 competition levels so that every member, however new or inexperienced can
compete. If you have been turning for less than 2 years you can enter the ‘Beginner’ level and
after 2 years you automatically become a ‘Novice’. From then on, progress to the next levels,
Intermediate and Open, depends on you getting a first, second or third place awarded to one
of your entries.
You can enter up to 6 pieces – 3 mainly faceplate and 3 mainly spindle – but what you choose
to turn is entirely up to you.
The entry forms will be available from the ‘About the Club’ page of the web site or from the
club office table at the back of the hall on club nights.
Some members have found that, because there are currently so few members in the
Intermediate group, they only spent one year at that level and had to move to Open – and they
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feel that their skills needed more time to develop. They have become discouraged and some
are not even wanting to enter pieces any more. We have decided, following consultation with
members, to allow anyone who has been in the Open group for 3 years without getting a first,
second or third place, to opt to back into the intermediate group. If you are in that position,
someone will contact you over the next couple of months to ask you whether you want to
change – you don’t have to – it is just an option.
The Open Day entry price will be £4 this year but members can buy as many tickets as they
wish from the club office from August club night at £3 each. Remember, accompanied children
are welcome free – we want young people to come along. At the August meeting, there will be
a list to sign if you would like to volunteer to help on the day.

Yandles Show – Friday September 6th and Saturday September 7th
Those of you who have not yet made it down to the free show at Yandles should think about
trying to get there in September. If you look at the Yandles website http://www.yandles.co.uk/
You will see that most of the manufacturers will be there and they have booked 9 professional
turners as well as a couple of club turners. As an added bonus for those of you with partners
or children who are mad on crafty things, there is also a big craft shop and some craft
demonstrations, a great gallery of art and craft work and, of course, masses of quality timber
for turning!
Just to make it a bit easier this year we are trying to organise a couple of minibuses to take
members down there on the Saturday. The cost works out at about £15. (If it’s less we will
give you the difference back on the day!)
We have been asking you to sign up if you want to go, but now we need your money. So if you
definitely want to go on a club bus to the show we need the cash from you at the August club
night. We can only afford to do this if the buses are full – so pay early to be sure of your seat.
If we have to cancel a partly filled bus, we will return your money and let you know in good
time to make other arrangements.
Chris and Philip
enjoying a previous
show!
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Links with the Local Press
John Creasey has been working hard on the club’s behalf to try to raise awareness of who we
are, what we do and when we do it. One of the contacts he made with the Star Courier proved
to be very useful indeed and now we have a good working relationship with the paper. They
are prepared to write up some of our events, include some pictures and then advertise the
next event for us. This gives the club a higher profile in the area and attracts more members. It
also saves us from putting in costly adverts.
The young lady who has been our contact for the past year sadly is moving to another job,
however she has introduced us to another member of the team who has agreed to continue
the good work on our behalf. In fact, he plans to come along to September club night to see
what we get up to with the aim of advertising Open Day.
As our contact, Laura has been so helpful, the committee arranged for Colin to make her a
bowl which was presented recently.

At this point I would like to thank Colin for making the bowl on our behalf and for John for
organising everything.
John has also taken most of the pictures that illustrate the newsletter this month – apart from
those from David up in Scotland (it was a bit far to ask John to go, and we couldn’t afford the
expenses!) and the snap taken by ‘someone’ at Yandles.
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June Demonstration – Our chairman, Paul Nesbitt
We invite club turners to do a full demonstration for the club twice a year. Not only does this
allow us to call upon the experience of members who regularly demonstrate for other clubs but
it also provides a start for members who feel that they might like to get onto the demonstration
circuit. It is good to get some experience with a friendly audience before spreading your wings.
Paul started by encouraging any member who wanted to have a go at demonstrating to
contact him. The club can give a lot of support and it doesn’t have to be a full demonstration
the first time. It is possible to split the evening with two turners, each taking an hour slot. It is
also possible to have the support of someone like Paul to help out by doing a commentary –
thus freeing you to concentrate on the turning – so, give thought to the idea. If you have done
a lot of demonstrating at our events, like Prince’s Mead and Rural Life and enjoyed it, you may
find that doing a club demonstration is the next step. It can also bring in some much wanted
cash to support your hobby!
Not only challenging members to try
demonstrating, Paul also challenged
members to bring in more items for
the ‘Show and Tell’ table, setting us
all the task of trying to make the item
he was demonstrating – and he even
promised a small prize for the one
deemed to be the best by our July
demonstrator.
Paul’s demonstration showed us a
way to make a table lamp even if we
don’t have a long hole boring tool. In
fact, the entries all had to be made in
at least 3 pieces (base and 2 pieces of spindle work joined together). Being Paul, and being
so good at demonstrating, the ‘useful’ tips flowed faster than I could write them down. He did
however provide us all with an excellent crib sheet, which showed each of the sections and
went through the ‘how to’. This will be added to the documents you can get from the ‘About
the Club’ page of the website.
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He suggested we might buy the wiring kits from Jon Warrender (who used to be Meantime
Designs) but we have since found that Phil Irons Woodturning is supplying them.
Unfortunately, since the demonstration Paul has also found out that the ‘rules’ have changed
again – and any table lamps you sell must have been wired up by an authorised electrician,
and have to have a plug moulded to the cable. You can, of course, make a lamp for your own
use with one of the kits.
Paul then went on to show us how to make our own jaws for an Axminster chuck. Once again
there was a helpful crib sheet with all of the dimensions, materials and methodology to go with
the demonstration, which will be on the web site.
We have to thank Paul for all the time he spent in preparing for the demonstration and his
clear and humorous presentation. It is always a treat to watch him.

The Challenge! July club night – the ‘Show and Tell’ table

The picture says it all! Paul was delighted when he saw all the lamps that appeared on the
‘show and Tell’ table – it is probably the best response we have ever had to a challenge and
must be because Paul’s demo had inspired members to ‘have a go’, I hate measuring, but
even I managed to put a table lamp together – my first one ever in 20 years of turning! Our
turner, Derek Blake did the judging honours and gave the bottle of wine prize to Colin Spain –
a very worthy winner – for a beautifully crafted and well thought out piece of work. As Colin
was the committee member Paul sent out to get the bottle of wine, I’m sure he enjoyed it!
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Colin’s Winning Table Lamp
The basic lamp is just as Paul laid out in his demo with one exception, I did 4 sections instead
of 3 so the spigots are in a different place in the centre, all spigots are 25mm across by 25mm
long. The centre piece (gold) is in effect a
collet with a 25mm hole and 50mm in length
which takes the 2 spigots.
I will now concentrate on the centre piece
turned from a block measuring 55mm square
by 1400mm long. Firstly between centres I
faced off the ends to get them square. Then I
found and marked the centre of both ends,
then mounted one end in the chuck, and
using a 25mm Forstner bit in a drill chuck
mounted in the tail stock I drilled half way
through, reversed the wood and using a live
centre to centre it, I then drilled again with the
Forstner bit until I was right through. Before I
went any further I marked the wood up finding the centre of each side and drawing a line
along the length of each side, then from each end I marked 20mm in, and using a square
scribed a line right round the block, where the lines cross I used a marking punch.
You should now have a marked point each end of the wood in the centre 20mm from each
end on each side (so 8 in all) this will be the centre point for using a 40mm Forstner bit, I will
come to this soon. Then again using a live centre in the tail stock for support and so the wood
will not move find the middle of the piece i.e. half way along the length and turn down to a
cove shape no more than 35mm in diameter(don't forget you have a
25mm hole right through).
If like me you want a central bead or two then put these in now. Turn
your cove on one end in a nice flowing curve but leaving the end
square, on the other end that is in the chuck go as far as is safe, this
end can be finished later. Now take to the pillar drill and using a 40mm
Forstner bit centre it on the marks you made earlier and keeping the
wood square, drill approximately halfway through, do this on each of
the 8 marks. Then if you have a band saw cut off 15mm to 20mm from
each end, you will then have something starting to look similar to what is
in my picture.
Now return one end to your chuck and centre the wood again. Hollow
out the wood using a bowl gouge - gentle pull cuts worked for me - and
finishing with a scraper, shape it to follow the outer curve, but don't go
too deep as you don't want to impinge on the 50mm collet in the middle,
this is best done by eye and a depth gauge.
You now need to make a jam chuck with a 50mm long spigot 25mm in
diameter, also with a domed face to fit in the piece you have hollowed
out (see the picture to understand). Using the jam chuck reverse the
wood and hollow out the other end to match the end you have already
done. At this point you can also finish the outside of the piece. I now
used a power carver to finish shaping and blending the "points" to what
you see in the picture. Then using the jam chuck I sanded the whole
thing some by hand out of necessity but do it methodically through the grits to 400 grit. Finish
as you will.
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July Club Night – Derek Blake, the Pompey Pen Maker
Who would have thought
there was so much to
making a pen?!
I guess most of us have
‘had a go’ at a pen kit at
one time or another, but
Derek has really made it
his specialism and his
enthusiasm for making
pens was infectious. He
got his nick-name as he
started making pens in
the colours of his local
football club – blue and
white – and as they are
the ‘Pompeys’ – the name stuck. He uses the income from his pens to support his
woodturning hobby – he doesn’t believe he could make a living from it – but the small income
from pens allows him to offer training courses and taster sessions to anyone interested,
without charging and he feels passionate about continuing the skills of woodturning.
This picture shows the shape of the basic wooden pens he makes. The square stock has a
hole drilled from one end, just longer than a biro refill. The blank is then turned between
centres. He finds this an excellent first project for the scouts he gives ‘taster’ turning sessions
to and one of the two pens he showed us had been made in an hour by a 12 year old girl
scout at her first attempt! He finds the shape popular as a ‘trainer’ pen for children as it is
much more comfortable to grip than a standard biro.
Derek explained that he had taken advantage of the AWGB scheme to train demonstrators.
The AWGB has recognised that there are not enough demonstrators currently ’on the circuit’
to allow clubs to book a variety of turners from their own area. It is now prohibitively expensive
to bring professional turners to a club - with mileage expenses at 45p per mile – for example,
getting someone from Yorkshire can cost the club £270 before you add their fee and an
overnight stop! The AWGB will organise a free course for a minimum of 3 AWGB members in
an area – so this might be another way any of you thinking of trying club demonstrating might
go about getting training.
He emphasised basic safety throughout his demo – especially good for all of our new
members – but a good reminder for those of us who have turned for a long time and might be
‘cutting corners’!
There were so many hints and tips that it is impossible to mention everything he covered but
here are just a few.
Making pens on a small lathe can be something someone with limited mobility can do. Derek
found this out when he had a leg in plaster for 10 months – this is how he got ‘in to’ pens.
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You need a long drill for the wood pens – and it helps to make a table with a fence that fits into
the tool rest post. The wood blank should be pushed onto the drill with the drill held in the
headstock and turning. You can’t do it with the wood turning as the drill will snap.
The hole will follow the line of the grain so choose timber with straight grain to start with.
Yellow lenses seem to enhance the light. Always wear safety protection for your eyes.
When turning between centres, put the thread protector on the bare thread on the headstock –
if you’ve lost it – use masking tape.
Smock sleeves should be tight so they can’t catch in the lathe.
Pens can be made from many materials but take care, acrylic turns well but polyester is very
chippy, corian turns well but beware cheap substitutes which can release harmful dust as you
turn it.
Find your local kitchen work surface makers and cultivate them – for the cost of a couple of
pints you can often access all the offcuts you will ever need without having to pay for acrylic or
corian pen blanks.

Make sure you match the grain when putting pen kits together – so mark the blanks to show
which go together and in what order – especially if you make batches.
Look out for 99p bottle stoppers in the supermarket – much cheaper than those sold to
turners!
Always glue the shiny sides of corian together – if you need to add another piece you need to
polish the surface that is to be glued.
If you decide on buying a specialised pen making mandrel, invest in some spare bushes and
always keep a set that can be used when sizing the parts as they will shrink with sanding and
you will find you lose accuracy.
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Marking the centres of the square pen blanks can be difficult, but if you cover each end with
tippex first and scratch the cross lines into them, the centre is very clear.
If the blank seems too transparent when you have finished and the cylinder inside is going to
show – paint the cylinder with car paint (from the pound shop) first.
You must have sharp tools for pen making.

Americans tend not to use their skew chisels to do planing cuts, but a skew used as a scraper
can be most effective on acrylics etc.
When gluing the tube into the sleeve you have made, you need to do it quickly – and the
warmer the day, the quicker you need to be.
Don’t let acrylic shavings build up as you turn, pinch them off lightly.
Derek uses Abranet to sand his pens up to 400 grit then continues with foam-backed sanding
paper to 2000 grit. He then uses and Australian polish EEE Ultra Shine but you can get by
with T-cut, Brasso or Duraglit. Finally he uses a burnishing cream.
He finished wooden pens with
melamine lacquer as it gives the
hardest wearing finish – with a
coat of micro-crystalline wax.
Derek provided an information
sheet for members to take. It has
links to all of the suppliers he
uses and to the association he
belongs to. If you did not
manage to get a copy (or have
mislaid it) you will find it on
Derek’s website.

http://www.pompeypenmaker.co.uk/page13.htm
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McSAW in Scotland!
SAW’s outpost in Scotland is progressing! David Bracken, our Vice President,
reports on his new workshop’s development…
The move to Scotland went well and it was the driest spring for a long time until Di bought a
washing line! My thinking was that l needed to get started on the house straight away;
however, it soon became apparent that this was not to happen. Trying to do anything was
totally frustrating as l had come from having a well organised tool storage system in my
workshop to everything being packed in cardboard boxes. Even though l had labelled
everything finding anything has been a major task. Apart from that l had been very well
organised and put some major items in storage in Carlisle twelve months before the move and
guess what, all the items l need seem to be a three hour drive away in Carlisle!
For this reason Di and myself agreed that we need to get the major parts of the workshop
started as well as the house reroofed before starting to build five en-suit rooms and decorate
every room.
The workshop is an old coach house with
twenty two inch stone walls, an open ‘car
port’ area, coal shed, and a storage area.
The house report stated that there was
some woodworm that had been treated
with five star Cuprinol treatment by the
previous owner. It was now a week since
we took over and l was sceptical on the
previous owner’s abilities to do anything. I
had already taken out some of his
electrical handy work and laughed at the
gate that you see in the photographs as it
will not open due to the gutter downpipe
being in the way.
The Old Coach House

Middle “coal shed”

Main area and entrance to coal shed

Seeing we have had bats in the loft we expected getting permission to re-roof would be
difficult but all has gone well and to my surprise the roofers started within six weeks of
accepting the quote and started on the workshop first (This was Di’s idea honest).
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Before the roofers started we had managed to remove the wall between the main area and
coal shed, lift and sell the cobble sets in the coal shed floor. We wanted to lay the floor in the
coal shed before the roofers started however the scaffolding went up too soon for us and we
now have to wait until the scaffolding comes down to get the ready mix truck into a convenient
spot.
Further inspection showed that the roof was in a
worse state that the house report stated and that
we needed to repair and replace some joists as
well as repairing some of the rafters. We also
decided to rip the boarding from the loft floor and
replace it.
The state of some of the joists and work under
progress.

The roof is a traditional Scottish construction which is
sarkin, covered in waterproof paper and slate. We have
decided to re-slate both the house and workshop with
Spanish slate and to sell the old slates as they are good
quality local slates. The only reason for this was cost, as
redressing all the old slate adds three workers for four
weeks labour. Anyone want to buy some 1st class
Ballachulish slate? The deal with the roof was that Di and
myself needed to do all the woodwork bits.
The roof made me start to think of the workshop
set up, well at least where the wood-burning stove
is going to be placed. Learning from my last ‘shop’
where l had the idea of removing the stove in the
summer months which meant l could never line
the chimney up square when l tried to put it all
back together. I also have a second hand stove
that l brought with me, bought from an advert in
the SAW newsletter. The placing will be in the
middle of the length of the workshop about 1.5
meters from the wall. I also plan to have a fan
near it to help with heat stratification issues. This l
hope will move the heated air around the shop
instead of it all sitting at the top of the room.
On the day of writing the first part of this series we
sold the old slates to someone renovating an old mill
locally.

Scaffolding up
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The coal shed wall removed and Di repairing the sarkin.

Workshop roof finished

Weathervane installed

Wood hoard moved from Woking to Scotland
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